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Abstract
Spatial aliasing is an unwanted side effect that produces artifacts during seismic data processing,
imaging and interpolation. It is often caused by insufficient spatial sampling of seismic data and
often happens in CMP (Common Mid-Point) gather. To tackle this artifact, several techniques
have been developed in time-space domain as well as frequency domain such as frequencywavenumber, frequency-space, and frequency-time. The main advantages of seismic interpolation
in time-space domain over frequency domain are: a) frequency components of the initial signals
are preserved, and b) the prior knowledge that a seismic event consists of many plane wave
segments, can be used. Using the later advantage, a seismic event can be predicted by pursuing the
continuity of seismic events in a trace-by-trace manner. This process, which has become popular in
seismic data reconstruction and imaging within the past few years, is known as predictive painting.
We use predictive painting to predict the wavefronts and two-way-travel time curves in regularly
sampled CMP gathers followed by increasing the number of traces by cubic interpolation. Then,
the amplitude of the interpolated trace is obtained by averaging the amplitudes of the neighbouring
traces. Performance of the proposed method is demonstrated on several synthetic seismic data
examples as well as a field data set.

Keywords: Spatial aliasing, interpolation, time-space, local slope, predictive painting.
1. Introduction
In exploration seismology, recorded seismic
wavefront is the discretised version of the
source generated continuous wavefront,
where the spatial sampling is provided by the
acquisition geometry. According to sampling
theorem (Shannon, 1948) spatial aliasing
occurs in regularly sampled data, when some
of the constituent wavenumbers fall beyond
the
Nyquist
wavenumber.
These
wavenumber components are folded back
and appear lower than the Nyquist
wavenumber. It leads to the contamination of
unaliased part of the data with aliased one.
Different factors may contribute to spatial
aliasing such as large offsets, high frequency
components, shallow reflectors, steeply
dipping reflectors and low interval velocities
(Claerbout, 1985; Yilmaz, 2001). Spatial
aliasing widely affects seismic imaging by
causing poor lateral resolution in final
subsurface images (Spitz, 1991). A costly
solution for spatial aliasing is to decrease
sampling interval along spatial direction by
increasing the receiver group interval during
seismic acquisition; however, this solution
*Corresponding author:

might not be able to deal with under-sampled
coherent artifacts (multiples), particularly in
the areas where the artifacts have a much
lower velocity than the primary energy
(Gülünay, 2003).
A cost-effective alternative is the attenuation
of
spatial
aliasing
using
signal
processing/interpolation methods (Porsani,
1999; Zwartjes and Sacchi, 2007). According
to Naghizadeh and Sacchi (2010), seismic
data reconstruction/interpolation methods can
be divided into two categories: waveequation-based and signal-processing-based
methods. The wave-equation-based methods
use the physical concepts of the wave
propagation and wavefront extrapolation.
Such techniques require some prior
knowledge of seismic velocities. Techniques
developed by Ronen (1987), Stolt (2002),
Fomel (2003), and Leggott et al. (2007) are
classified under the wave-equation-based
interpolation category. On the other hand,
signal-processing
techniques
for
interpolation/reconstruction of seismic data
rely often on transformation of the data into
mj.khoshnavaz@ut.ac.ir
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other domains. Such techniques include
Radon transform (Lu, 1985; Turner, 1990;
Trad et al., 2002; Sacchi et al., 2004; Yu et
al., 2007; Wang et al., 2009; Ibrahim et al.,
2015), curvelet transform (Herrmann and
Hennenfent, 2008; Naghizadeh and Sacchi,
2010), wavelet-like/seislet transform (Liu
and Fomel, 2010; Gan et al., 2015 and 2016),
and shaping regularization techniques (Chen
et al., 2015) relying on shaping/constraining
operators in different transformation domains
such as the sparsity-promoting and the
Fourier transform. Another type of signalprocessing-based interpolation method is
established upon prediction error filtering
(PEF) methods. These methods include PEF
interpolation in frequency-space (f-x) domain
(Spitz, 1991; Porsani, 1999; Trickett, 2003;
Naghizadeh and Sacchi, 2007) and in
frequency-wavenumber
(f-k)
domain
(Gülünay, 2003).
Signal-processing-based
interpolation
techniques that rely on transformation of
seismic data into other domains may face
some problems. First, seismic transforms are
not always reversible (e.g., Radon
transform). In other words, direct and reverse
transformation of the data (without any
additional process) may result in the loss
of some useful information. Second,
frequency components of the original data
may not be preserved. These potential
limitations make the seismic interpolation
techniques in t-x domain (Claerbout, 1992;
Crawley, 2000; Fomel, 2002; Liu and Fomel,
2011) worthy of consideration and
development. Local slope-based imaging,
interpolation, and interpretation techniques,
which are performed in t-x domain, are
typically time-efficient and amplitude
preservative (Fomel, 2007; Khoshnavaz et
al., 2016a). This research aims to introduce a
local slope-based nonlinear interpolation
method using a numerical tool called
“predictive painting”.
Predictive painting, introduced by Fomel
(2010), is a powerful prediction method in t-x
domain, which is based on the prediction of
each seismic event from its neighbouring
traces that are shifted along local slopes. Its
applications include seismic imaging
(Khoshnavaz et al., 2016a; Khoshnavaz,
2017), seismic anisotropy (Burnett and
Fomel, 2009; Casasanta and Fomel, 2011;

Khoshnavaz et al., 2016b), and seismic
interpretation (Karimi, 2015; Karimi et al.,
2015). In this research, the predictive
painting is employed to attenuate spatial
aliasing in regularly sampled seismic data in
CMP gather followed by increasing the
number of samples using cubic interpolation.
Then, the amplitudes of the neighbouring
traces were averaged to build the new
interpolated traces. The efficiency of the
proposed approach is demonstrated on
several synthetic seismic data examples as
well as a field dataset.
2. Methodology
For the estimation of two-way-travel time
(TWT) curves in the CMP domain, the
predictive painting technique introduced by
Fomel (2010) was used. The main idea
behind the predictive painting is the
prediction of each seismic event from its
neighbouring traces that are shifted along the
local slopes. Local slopes are estimated by
computing the time-shift between two points
of the same seismic wavefront. Given the
local slopes, implementation of an inverse
procedure gives the time-shift between the
two neighbouring traces. The prediction
procedure can be expressed by plane wave
destruction (Claerbout, 1992; Fomel, 2002;
Fomel et al., 2013). Plane wave destruction
operation in the linear operator notation is
expressed by Fomel (2010) as:
=

,

(1)
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denotes a prediction operator that
,
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In Equation (3), , expresses the predictive
operator. Following the same concept,
Khoshnavaz et al. (2016a, 2016b) described
the travel time predictive operator as:
=

− ∑

∆ ,

(4)

Where, ∆x denotes receiver spacing.
As mentioned in the previous section,
predictive painting is a powerful numerical
tool that can be used in several areas
of seismic data processing and interpretation.
In this research, this numerical tool was
used to attenuate special aliasing in CMP
gather by nonlinear interpolation of seismic
events along local slopes. Since the
predictive painting has the ability of
connecting more than two points of a seismic
event, it gives more information about the
curvature or nonlinearity of the seismic
events. An outline of the interpolation
procedure conducted in this research is
summarized as:
- Implementation of predictive painting from
zero- to longest offset for all the events in a
CMP gather,
- Extraction of all TWT curves in the gather
- Increasing the number of samples by the
application of cubic interpolation along each
estimated TWT curve
- Averaging amplitudes of the original
neighbouring samples and substituting the
corresponding results to the new/interpolated
samples.
Analogous to Burnett and Fomel (2009),
Casasanta
and Fomel
(2011), and
Khoshnavaz et al. (2016b), the whole
wavefront from the zero- to maximum offsets
was predicted. It is also possible to divide the
whole offset to smaller segments and to
apply the above steps in each segment
(Fomel, 2010).
3. Synthetic data examples
3-1. Single linear event
In this example, seismic interpolation using
predictive painting is applied to a synthetic
dataset including a single linear event
generated by convolutional modelling. In this
example and also the following synthetic
examples, a Ricker wavelet with dominant
frequency of 20 Hz was used. Figure 1a
shows the corresponding gather decimated by
the factor of two. Figure 1b shows the f-k
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spectrum of the decimated gather, which
indicates the existence of spatial aliasing.
In CMP gather, one can take advantage of the
prior knowledge of dip orientation. As an
example, dip orientations are either positive
or negative in a CMP gather of an off-end
survey. In a spatially aliased CMP gather,
there are two types of dips: true and aliased
dips. The mentioned prior knowledge of dip
orientation helps to avoid wrong estimation
of dips. Figure 1c shows the estimated dips
by the application of plane wave destructor
(Fomel, 2002). As mentioned in the previous
section, the whole recorded wavefront from
the zero to maximum offsets was considered
for predictive painting. Figure 1d illustrates
the
corresponding
zero-offset
TWTs
estimated by the application of predictive
painting.
Given the estimated zero-offset TWTs, one
can extract the TWT curves using the fact
that TWTs with the same zero-offset TWT
belong to the same seismic wavefront. The
procedure of predicting TWT curves from the
predicted zero-offset TWTs is known as
time-warping (Burnett and Fomel, 2009).
Figures 1e-1f show the corresponding timewarp spectrum, and comparison between the
exact and the predicted TWT curve for the
liner event with the zero-offset intercept time
of 0.4 s. In order to have a better recognition
of the estimated attributes at different time
horizons, the local slopes, zero-offset TWT
and time-warp spectra were filtered out in the
areas where there was no data.
Given the predicted TWT curves, we
increased the number of samples using
cubic interpolation, although using cubic
and linear interpolations gives the same
results in this example, since there is only
a single linear seismic event. The amplitudes
of the neighbouring traces were averaged
and utilized to construct the new interpolated
traces. Figures 1g to 1i show the interpolated
section, its f-k spectrum and the amplitude
residual between the original and interpolated
data, respectively. It is observed that
the spatial aliasing has been removed and
there is almost no amplitude residual. It is
due to the fact that there was only a single
dipping event in the data; hence, uncertainty
in the estimation of the local slopes is
minimal.
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Figure 1. a) Synthetic daata after decimaation by the facctor of two. b )ff-k spectrum off data in (a), c) local slopes off data in
(a) by plane waave destructor, d) zero-offset TWT estimatedd by predictive painting, e) tim
me –warp specttrum of
data in (a). f) comparison betw
ween the travelttime used for foorward modellin
ng and the preddicted traveltim
me curve
by predictive painting
p
for the liner event withh the intercept time of 0.4 s onn data in (a). g)) interpolated ddata, h )
f-k spectrum off data in (g) andd i) the amplitudde difference between the origginal data and th
he interpolated data.
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3-2. CMP gather with nonlinear events
In this example, the presented interpolation
technique is applied to a synthetic
CMP gather including several nonlinear
events. Figure 2a shows the CMP gather
decimated by the factor of two along offset
axis. Figure 2b shows the f-k spectrum of the
decimated CMP gather, which indicates
the presence of spatial aliasing. This paper
followed the same workflow used for
the interpolation of seismic data in the
previous example. Figures 2c to 2e show
the dips estimated by plane wave destructor,
estimated zero-offset TWT by the predictive
painting and the estimated TWT curves
using time-warping, respectively. To quantify
the accuracy of the predicted TWTs, the
exact TWT curve with zero-offset intercept
time of 0.95 s was compared with its
predicted TWT curve in Figure 2f. Note that
time-warping faces the “stretch” problem in
the area of shallower events at far offsets
(similar to NMO stretch). It results in
discontinuous TWT curves in time-warp
spectrum. In order to deal with this, cubic
interpolation was applied along the offset
axis for each time-warp spectra in all the
examples presented in this paper. Figures 2g
to 2i show the interpolated section, its f-k
spectrum and the corresponding amplitude
residual between the original and the
interpolated data, respectively. Spatial
aliasing was removed but the amplitude
difference is not as negligible as it was in the
previous example. This was expected to
happen because of dip variation within the
CMP gather.
3-3. Sensitivity to noise
Accuracy of all local slope-based signal
processing, imaging and inversion techniques
depends on the accuracy of the estimated
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local slopes. Plane wave destructor is less
sensitive to white/band-limited noise
comparing to the other local slope estimation
techniques that use numerical differentiation
(Khoshnavaz et al., 2016a). This is because
plane wave destructor relies on smoothing
and regularisation of seismic data (Fomel,
2002); however, when signal-to-noise ratio
(S/N) is very low, the precision of the
estimated local slopes by plane wave
destructor followed by the final interpolation
results will also be affected.
To evaluate the performance of the
interpolation technique in the presence of
noise, the synthetic CMP gather used in the
previous example was contaminated with
band-limited noise with the frequency
content of 5-150 Hz so that the S/N was 10
(Figure 3a). This level of S/N is fairly
acceptable for the residual noise left in a
gather/section after pre-processing and
denoising (Chen et al., 2014). Equation (5)
was used to scale the S/N.
=

∑

=∑

∑

,

∑

,

,

(5)

where AS and AN denote the amplitude of
signal and noise at each data sample,
respectively. Indices i and j denote trace and
sample number for each data sample within
the windowed seismic event (2m),
respectively. Figure 3b shows the f-k
spectrum of the decimated noisy CMP gather
that indicates the presence of spatial aliasing.
Figures 3c to 3e illustrate the dips estimated
by plane wave destructor, estimated zerooffset TWT using predictive painting, and the
estimated TWT curves using time-warping,
respectively. Figure 3f compares the
accuracy of the predicted TWTs and the
exact TWT curve with zero-offset intercept
time of 0.95 s.
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Figure 2. a) Synthetic CM
MP gather afterr decimation byy the factor of two,
t
b )f-k specctrum of data inn (a), c) local slopes of
data in (a) by plane wave destructor,
d
d) zero-offset
z
TW
WT estimated byy predictive paainting, e) time–warp
d
in (a), f) comparison
c
beetween the exaact TWT curvee and the pred
dicted TWT cuurve by
spectrum of data
predictive pain
nting for the evvent with the inntercept time off 0.95 s on data in (a), g) inteerpolated data, h )f-k
spectrum of data in (g) and i) the amplitude difference
d
betw
ween the original data and the innterpolated dataa.
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Figuree 3. a) Decimatted synthetic CM
MP gather of Figure (2a) contaaminated with band-limited
b
w
white
noise (S/N
N=10) , b )fk spectrum
m of data in (a), c) local slopes of data in (a) by
b plane wave destructor,
d
d) zero-offset
z
TWT
T estimated
by predictiv
ve painting, e) time–warp speectrum of data in
i (a), f) compaarison between the exact TWT
T curve and
the predicteed TWT curve by predictive painting
p
for the event with the intercept time of 0.95 s on daata in (a), g)
interpolatedd data, h )f-k spectrum of datta in (g) and i) the amplitude difference betw
ween the originnal data and
the interpollated data.
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4. Field data example
In this example, the interpolation technique
was applied on a marine CMP gather
provided by Geoscience Australia. Figure
4a shows the CMP gather decimated by
the factor of two. Figure 4b shows the
f-k spectrum of the decimated marine CMP
gather expressing the presence of spatial
aliasing. This example followed the same
workflow used for the interpolation of
the synthetic seismic data examples. Figures
4c to 4e show the estimated local slopes/dips,
zero-offset TWTs, and TWT curves by
time-warping, respectively. Figure 4f shows
several predicted TWT curves indicated
by the red lines that are plotted on top of
the decimated CMP gather. One can see that
the predicted curves follow the seismic
trends.
Figures 4g to 4i illustrate the interpolated
CMP gather, the corresponding f-k spectrum
and the amplitude residual between the initial
and the interpolated marine CMP gathers,
respectively. As can be seen, spatial aliasing
is highly attenuated with a negligible
amplitude residual.
5. Discussion
The performance of de-aliasing by nonlinear
interpolation of seismic data in CMP
domain was studied on several synthetic
and field data examples that did not
contain
conflicting
events/dip.
The
results were acceptable as the amplitude
differences
between
the
original
un-decimated data and the interpolated
data were not considerable. The question
is: how well does the interpolation technique
work in the presence of conflicting events?
In principle, it should be misdirected at
the location of the intersections of the events
where there is more than a single dip. Here,
a feasibility study was done by applying
the interpolation technique on a CMP gather

containing several conflicting events. The
CMP gather decimated by the factor of two
along the spatial axis is shown in Figure 5a.
The corresponding f-k spectrum is shown in
Figure 5b, indicating the existence of spatial
aliasing.
The corresponding estimated dips, zerooffset TWTs, and the time-warp spectrum are
shown in Figures 5c to 5e, respectively.
Figure 5f shows the main predicted TWT
curves indicated by the different colours over
laid the CMP gather. It confirms our
expectation about the occurrence of
misdirection during the predictive painting.
We stepped further and applied the
interpolation technique on the CMP gather
using the over and/or under-estimated TWT
curves.
Figures 5g to 5i show the results
of interpolation, the corresponding f-k
spectrum and the amplitude difference
between the initial and the interpolated
data, respectively. The results show that
the interpolation technique by the predictive
painting surprisingly works. The amplitude
difference is negligible among the whole
section except at the location of some
intersections. The explanation is the
predicted TWT curves cover the whole
section and since the technique relies on the
interpolation of each seismic trace from its
neighbouring traces, all the section is
interpolated.
To predict TWT curves, the whole recorded
wavefront from the zero- to maximum
offsets was used. The error in prediction
of the curves might be minimized
by applying the predictive painting locally.
It can be done by dividing the whole offset
into
smaller portions
followed
by
the implantation of the predictive painting
on each individual portion. It is the subject
to test as the future of the presented
work.
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Figuree 4. a) A marinne CMP gather after decimatioon by the factorr of 2 , b )f-k spectrum
s
of datta in (a), c) locaal slopes of
data in (a)) by plane wavve destructor, d) zero-offset TWT estimateed by predictivve painting, e) time–warp
spectrum of
o data in (a), f) several TWT curves
c
(red linees) estimated byy predictive pain
nting for eventss on data in
(a), g) interrpolated data, h )f-k spectrum of data in (g) and
a i) the amplitude differencee between the orriginal data
and the inteerpolated data.
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(i)

Figure 5. a) A Synthetic CMP gather inncluding confliccting events, affter decimation by the factor of two, b )f-k sppectrum
( by plane wave
w
destructorr, d) zero-offseet TWT estimaated by
of data in (a),, c) local slopees of data in (a)
predictive pain
nting, e) time––warp spectrum
m of data in (aa), f) the main predicted curvves plotted on top of
decimated dataa in (a), g) intterpolated data,, h )f-k spectruum of data in (g) and i) the amplitude diffference
between the oriiginal data and the interpolatedd data.
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6. Conclusion
Predictive painting is a powerful tool in the
estimation of TWT of seismic events,
dominantly in time-space domain. It has
become popular in the area of seismic
imaging, seismic anisotropy and seismic
interpretation within the past few years. This
paper employed the predictive painting for
the attenuation of spatial aliasing in CMP
domain by non-linear interpolation of seismic
data along local slopes. The performance of
the proposed interpolation technique was
demonstrated on several synthetic data
examples and a field marine CMP gather.
Since the presented workflow is timeefficient and frequency-independent, it can
be used as an alternative technique for
seismic data interpolation, specifically for
offshore data that does not contain
considerable level of noise. The road ahead is
to employ the presented technique for
seismic data extrapolation.
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